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ABOUT US
Pandos Intelligence Inc (PI) is a
software

company

based

in

Ontario, Canada.
The company’s main product is a
web app that facilitates team
formation,
and

team

task

management

assessment

for

education and business.

Gain
higher
learning
outcome
through

"We believe
liberating human
potential may be
done not at the
individual level,
but at the
collective level."

collaborative
learning
methods
with
Pandos!

INTELLIGENT CLASS & GROUP
MANAGEMENT PLATFORM
Lively online
collaborative learning
Online collaborative learning is
an e-learning technique where
one or more students, teachers,
or individuals come together to
learn, research, and share an
educational course.
Best of all, this approach
enhances the typical education
method by allowing people to
connect remotely, work in groups
in real-time through technology
platforms.
And at Pandos, we create virtual
spaces that help teachers and
students perform group tasks
more vividly than ever before!

Friendly user interface
for all devices
Is classroom management taking
up a lot of your time?
Or are the teams generating
unoptimized?
Do not worry! Get started right
away with Pandos' intelligent
group management tool, where
you can view classes as a whole,
harness
the
potential
of
individual students and teams,
assign tasks, and interact with
each other lively, etc. which help
improve the quality of your
classes!
With a friendly interface, you
can completely master Pandos in
just a few minutes!

HIGHLIGHT FEATURES
#1 - EXPRESS YOURSELF
WITH MEMBERS
Maybe you missed this! Group learning is more
effective if team members are diverse in skills
and personalities. With the smart self-assessment
function, Pandos can make it easier for you to
find companions with matching skills & abilities,
and help improve team productivity much better!

#2 - SMART GROUP GENERATOR
Teachers or students can form their own groups
in person or randomly, or based on multiple
criteria: goals, availability, personality, skills,
gender, and furthermore!

#3 - EXTREMELY SIMPLE WORK
MANAGEMENT OPERATION
User-friendly and easy-to-use task management
interface for groups and individuals. It only takes
a few steps: create tasks, assign assignments,
submit reminders, and return work results. With
Pandos, deadlines are no longer a worry!

#4 - IMPROVE CLASS
AND TEAM PERFORMANCE
Our group assessment feature allows instructors
to create diverse class performance survey
questions, and also helps students anonymously
rate their teammates!

TRY OUR APP
FOR FREE!

WHAT CUSTOMERS SAID
ABOUT PANDOS APP
“Forming teams with many different criteria in

VISIT US
921-20 Dundas St W, Toronto,
ON M5G 2H1, Canada

seconds is a life saver”
- Dr. Beverlee Buzon, Associate Professor from
Ryerson University.
“Great Platform. Kindly upscale with information

SCAN QR CODE
FOR ONLINE MEETING

sync tools within team in further releases like
whiteboard, #slack, attachments, etc.”
- Student from Ryerson University.

OR CONTACT VIA
https://pandos.io
hello@pandos.io

